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Executive Summary  
As with other public policies, in the case of cluster policy, there is a general interest in developing and applying 
evaluation methods, with the aim of learning and adapting the policy to the new challenges identified through 
those processes. Despite this interest and need, evaluating cluster policy presents significant challenges when 
seeking to measure and define the impact of these policies on competitiveness. Among the key aspects to be 
analysed is the activity of cluster management organisations (CMOs) in order to test the relationship between 
this activity and greater economic development. In response to the lack of research into the impact of CMOs, 
Orkestra and SPRI (Basque Government) have experimented with different methodologies and techniques, 
also relying on the activities of the TCI Network Cluster Evaluation Working Group. Among these is the creation 
of a questionnaire titled ‘The User Voice’, with the specific aim of better understanding how the cluster 
cooperation services and actions offered by the CMOs are perceived by users, and their impact on the 
parameters of firms’ competitiveness.  

This document analyses and interprets the responses to the questionnaire, completed by members of the 
CMOs that are served by the Basque Country’s Cluster Support Programme. Highlights among the aggregate 
results of this process include the following:  

• Companies feel that the 13 areas of cooperation which are the focus of CMO activity – and are 
included in the annual activity plans prepared and implemented by the CMOs within the framework 
of cluster policy – are important or potentially important. Of particular note is the area of cooperation 
related to ‘Fostering relationships among cluster members’, ranked highly for all the CMOs analysed 
in the Basque Country. This demonstrates the importance of networking, of getting to know each 
other, of approaching others, etc. This being the very reason for the existence of the CMOs, it would 
seem to indicate that firms participate in CMO activities for the right reason. At the opposite extreme, 
survey participants assign less importance to 'Joint procurement and purchasing’ and ‘Supply chain 
development (procurement, production, assembly/installation, distribution and logistics)’.  
 

• In general, the areas of cooperation assigned greater importance are considered those in which the 
CMO should increase its involvement and resources, and the areas assigned lesser importance are 
also considered those to which less involvement and resources should be allocated.  
 

• This provides guidance regarding what CMOs should do in the future, which type of activities they 
should make the focus of their actions, based on the opinion of CMO users. To this end, the following 
were identified: (1) priority areas of cooperation (‘Relationship between cluster members’, ‘Talent’, 
‘Strategic forecasting’, and ‘New customers and markets’); (2) areas to be tackled but not as urgently 
(‘Investment and financing’, ‘New processes and products’, and ‘Cluster visibility’); (3) areas with a 
good scope in which the current level of involvement should be maintained (‘Marketing’, ‘Product and 
process sustainability’, ‘Firm strategy’, ‘Supply chain’, and ‘Standards, rules and regulations’; (4) areas 
in which involvement and resources should be reconsidered, they should not continue working, or 
which should be supported differently (‘Procurement’). 
 

• We have found that the majority of users perceive the impact of cluster cooperation on the different 
parameters of firms’ competitiveness to have been moderate or low over the past five years. And 
they expect a somewhat more positive impact for the next five years.  
 

• Although firms feel that it is difficult to quantify and attribute an impact on variables of 
competitiveness to cluster cooperation, they perceive the intangible benefits of cooperation: they 
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report a high degree of satisfaction with the activities of the cluster group. The data also indicate that 
the CMOs as a whole possess a high degree of social capital, as firms believe that there is a shared 
vision within the cluster of its challenges and strategic aims, they feel part of the cluster, they view 
other members of the cluster as being open to collaboration on seeking solutions to common 
challenges, and they contact the cluster to seek a solution to a challenge that they cannot solve on 
their own within the firm. 

In this process carried out with the 17 Basque CMOs, the evaluation should be understood as a tool for 
learning and strategic improvement, to guide the management of both cluster policy as a whole and the 
implementation of said policy in the different CMOs through their action plans. Thus, the personalised reports 
supplied to the CMOs provided information which allows them to reflect on the situation in the cluster and 
act accordingly. These reports also provide guidance for considering the annual action plans of the CMOs for 
2019 and subsequent years.  The results and conclusions of this process are also being used by the SPRI, in 
collaboration with the CMOs, to set up programmers and initiatives to respond to the needs identified through 
the same (actions aimed at reinforcing technological capacity, integrating the Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) into the strategies of the CMOs and their member firms, among other things).  

In order to see the impact of this first data collection and subsequent reflection by the different CMOS – whose 
conclusions were incorporated into the action plans of the CMOs and the actions and initiatives implemented 
by SPRI – we need to monitor the different indicators. Periodically collecting and analysing data will make it 
possible to do this monitoring and evaluate the potential impact of actions implemented in the CMO action 
plans on the actions and initiatives implemented by SPRI. Administering the questionnaire ‘The User Voice’ in 
clusters from other regions will also make it possible to learn from best practices by comparing results at the 
international level. 



 

 

 

 

 


